LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
Surplus in Creation, is the most predominant. The
essential Krishnaism is Love, and is quite unconcerned
about His Maya'sakti with its causalities of creation and
sustention of the universe. Sree Krishna is eternally
engaged in beatific sports. These beatific sports, the
eternity of which is their most distinguishing feature, are
both manifest and unmanifest. They are unmanifest,
when Sree Krishna is in His supersensuous heaven-trio ;
and manifest, when, with His ring-dance of associates,
He comes down to the phenomenal world to hold before
Man the energising truth that the Absolute, the impartite,
immutable, universally infinite Power, Whom the greatest
of Sadhakas climbing to the last difficult arete, in their
severest Yogic meditation, cannot even conceive with the
grand totality of all their impressions and achievements,
is most approachable, nay, conquerable, by Love alone.
The greatest of Sree Krishna's associates in this manifest
Lila is the divinity of His third and greatest attribute, in
which are merged the other two in this His highest and
fullest manifestation. This divinity is no other than Sree
Radha, the constantly worshipped of the Vaishnavas, and
the relation She bears to Sree Krishna is one of difference
and non-difference, as Maha-Saraswati does to Lord
Vasudev, the name given to Krishna, when He is in the
fullest display of His inconceivable Might and Attributes.
Sree Krishna in Brindaban, His eternal home, is the
human Lover, adding sweetness to sweetness, breaking
down the cage of every heart, and extending its horizon
to embrace the unbounded sky beyond it. He is the
Eternal Beggar at the door of every heart, for His message
is "Love, 0 Man, Love/' But we are hopelessly lost
in the din and clamour of life, the illusory phantoms take
our hearts, and we see not the abyss under the glittering
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